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Hello. 

At SmileDirectClub we 
believe that everybody 
deserves a smile they 
love. Making your
impressions is the first 
step on your journey! 
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We’re here to make sure your impressions and photos 
turn out great. Good impressions ensure accurate 
aligners, and accurate aligners mean happier smiles! 

So be sure to read the whole booklet before 
you get started!

Let’s Get Started
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First Impressions
From the impressions and photos you submit today, we will 
generate a 3D image of your smile which a licensed dental 

professional will assess to create your individual treatment plan 
that shows how your smile will change.

We send you a convenient monthly delivery of invisible aligners 
and premium GLO™ whitening gel directly to your door that gently 

straightens and brightens your smile.

After you complete your smile journey, you can order retainers to 
help maintain the smile you love. Feel free to also order touch-up 

whitening treatments any time.

YO U R  S M I L E  J O U R N E Y

1

Get Aligned2

Smiles are Forever3
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Grab one of the trays and check the 
size by putting it in your mouth. If it’s 
too snug on your teeth or doesn’t 
cover up two of your back molars, 
call us right away at (800) 397-4597 
and we’ll rush out a better fitting 
set. Don’t worry about the trays not 
covering your wisdom teeth.

Follow the easy prep-steps below, and you’ll be 
well on your way to making a good impression. 
Bright lights and a mirror will come in handy when 
making your impressions. So the bathroom might 
be the best place to start.

Pull out the purple and gray 
containers of putty. Make sure to 
leave them out so they reach room 
temperature before you begin.

Trays

Putty

Before We Begin!
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Make sure your teeth are freshly 
scrubbed and flossed. 

Wash and dry your hands before putting 
on your gloves.

It’s not pretty, but you may drool when 
you take your impressions out.

Towel

Clean Hands & Gloves

Brush & Floss

Get a timer ready to keep your 
impressions on track.

Timer03:30
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Getting started is simple. You’ll be making two sets 
of two impressions: top & bottom. Each one takes 3 
½ minutes to complete.

Start by making a top impression, checking it to be 
sure it came out just right. If anything seems off, you 
can correct it on your second try. On the next page 
you can see what makes an impression great.

Let’s Get Started
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Gumline Present Single Imprint

Molars Captured Putty Fully Mixed

What’s in a Good 
Impression?
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The gray and purple putties must be fully mixed together until 
they are one solid color, otherwise the mixture will not set 
properly.

Each impression must fully capture both your teeth and gums. 
Gently bite down until your teeth come in light contact with 
the tray.

Improper Putty 
Mixture

Tray Not 
Fully Seated

What’s in a Bad 
Impression?
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Use your thumbs to apply even pressure throughout so that 
the impression captures your entire mouth, including your 
molars. You should feel the putty hitting your gums in the 
back and front.

Use your thumbs to gently hold the tray in place and ensure 
that it does not move while you make your impression.

Uneven Pressure

Tray Movement
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Mix and Mold
To make the mold, put your gloves on and mix the 
gray putty with the purple putty until they are one 
solid color. Once you begin mixing you have to 
work fast, then immediately place the mold in your 
mouth!

The putty mixture will set in 60 seconds.

Mix: Blend the gray and purple putties together until they form 
one color with no visible swirls.

Within 25 Secs

L E T’ S  D O  T H I S
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Place: Place the putty roll into the tray, filling the entire 
U-shape (all the way to the back). Do not apply pressure or 
push the putty in.

Roll: Roll the blended putty between your hands to create a 
uniform cylinder that is 4 inches long.

Within 10 Secs

Within 25 Secs
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As soon as the putty is ready in the tray, inspect it 
quickly, put it in your mouth and press it fully over 
your upper teeth to make an impression. Hold it in 
place with your thumbs for 3 ½ minutes.

Warning: When you take the tray out you 
may drool, so be ready with the towel!

YO U ’ R E  A L M O S T  D O N E !

Make a Great 
Impression

2
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3 ½ Mins
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Gumline Present Single Imprint

Molars Captured Putty Fully Mixed
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Within 25 Secs

Do it All Over Again!

Now you’ll repeat once more for your upper teeth 
and twice more for your lower teeth. We need all 
four impressions, even if they have defects! Check 
each one against the good and bad impression 
page to see if there are any errors you can correct 
on the next one.

Knead the two color putties together like dough to make the 
putty one color with no swirls and roll the putty to create a 
uniform cylinder. 

LO O K  G R E AT ?  K E E P  G O I N G !
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Place the putty roll into the tray, filling the entire U-shape (all 
the way to the back). Do not apply pressure to push the putty 
in.

Make the impression using the good and bad impressions as 
a guide.

Within 25 Secs

3 ½ Mins
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Smile for the 
Camera

We need to see the whole picture. Grab the “Smile 
Stretcher” from the bottom of your kit and prepare 
to look weird. Simply slip it in your mouth to move 
your lips away from your teeth so that you can take 
the 3 close-up shots we need. Make sure you are 
in a room with a lot of light. After getting 3 crystal 
clear photos, go online and log in to upload them. 
If you’ve already uploaded them, then you’re good 
to go.

If you are having any trouble uploading your pictures, you can 
email them to support@smiledirectclub.com

Front Teeth: Teeth closed, looking straight ahead. Bite down 
fully on your back teeth with your natural bite.

T H E  F I N A L  S T R E TC H
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Upper Teeth: Mouth open, looking up. Make sure your back 
molars are in full view.

Lower Teeth: Mouth open, looking down. Make sure we see 
your back molars.
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Great job! You’re on your way. Remove the cardboard 
insert from the box and pack up the four completed 
impressions (do not remove the putty from the trays). 

You can also fill out the payment form to speed up 
the process of getting your aligners. We offer two 
ways to pay, and either way it’s 70% less.

To ship everything back, cover the old shipping label 
with the handy pre-paid return label. Don’t forget to 
use the round sticker to seal it.

Mail ‘Em Back
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Mail ‘Em Back

From your impressions and photos we will generate a 3D image 
of your smile. Next a licensed dental professional will review your 
smile and create your unique treatment plan that shows how your 

smile will change. 

Now we will send you a convenient monthly delivery of invisible 
aligners and premium GLO™ whitening gel directly to your door 

that gently straightens and brightens your smile.

After you complete your smile journey, you can order retainers to 
help maintain the smile you love. We recommend replacing them 

every 6 to 12 months to keep them fresh. Feel free to order touch-
up whitening treatments any time.

YO U R  S M I L E  J O U R N E Y

Impression Complete

Get Aligned2

Smiles are Forever3
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FAQ
Have questions? So do most people doing this for 
the first time. Here are the answers to our most 
common questions. 

What if I mess up both impressions?
Don’t worry. Impressions can be tricky. We’ll get it right. Send 
the kit back anyway with all the trays and call us right away at 
(800) 397-4597 so we can rush out a retake kit to you (a $49 
fee).

How long will it take?
The full impression kit can easily be completed in 20 minutes. 
Once we receive your impressions back in the mail, you will 
receive an email within 72 hours letting you know whether 
your impressions have been approved. Within 7-10 business 
days following approval, we’ll send you your unique treatment 
plan, which is the last step before your aligners are produced.

How do I ship it back? 
We make it super easy to return. Simply replace the original 
shipping label with the included pre-paid return label and 
drop it into any USPS postal box (including your own mailbox).

How do I know if I did it right?
Once we process your impressions, you’ll receive an email 
within 72 hours letting you know whether they have been 
approved by one of our dental professionals. 
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For More Questions 
Contact Us At:

(800) 397-4597 or Support@SmileDirectClub.com 
Mon – Fri 9a – 9p, Saturday 9a – 6p EST



See Ya’ Soon
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